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Abstract This paper employs the German Socioeconomic Panel ŽGSOEP. and the social insurance file ŽIAB. to study the effect of displacement on reemployment earnings of West German workers. On average, wages of the displaced decline only slightly upon reemployment. For workers in the IAB sample in 1986, we find that the lowest earnings quartile, in which displacement is concentrated, even gains slightly Žq2%., while wage growth losses for the upper three quartiles are comparable with US evidence Žy17%.. Large wage losses are persistent and associated with changes of industry, but not of firm. A surprising finding is that displacement in Germany is often associated with later recall, in contrast to the North American experience. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. JEL classification: J30; J63; J65 Keywords: Displaced workers; Wages; Tenure; Wage rigidity



1. Introduction A great deal of attention has been paid in recent years to the consequences of worker displacement for individual labor market outcomes. Displacement is usually defined as the involuntary separation of workers from their jobs without cause Ži.e. for economic reasons. and without future recall. This type of involun)
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tary rupture in employment relationships is generally attributed to structural change, sectoral reallocation or technological innovation. In the United States, displacement is statistically associated with severe and lasting earnings losses on the order of 10–25% compared with continuously employed workers. There are at least three good reasons for studying worker displacement. First, it is important to know whether the phenomenon has consequences that policymakers should care about. Second, consequences of worker displacement can help discriminate among theories of wage determination. Human capital theory relates wage losses to specificity of previous skills and training; search and matching theory predicts instead that employees with longer tenure and high wages simply reflect the survival of high productivity matches; contract theories imply that young displaced workers should suffer smaller wage losses than more seasoned colleagues whose pay tends to exceed productivity. Third, macroeconomic theory can be informed by the effects of job displacement on wages and employment. To the extent that persistent deviations of output from trend are related to nominal and real wage rigidities, job displacement represents a mechanism of macroeconomic adjustment comparable to nominal wage reductions or unanticipated price level increases. For example, conventional wisdom holds that real wages are rigid in Europe and flexible in the United States. Although it is often asserted that post-displacement wage behavior in Europe is different from the United States, the hypothesis has rarely been investigated at the microeconomic level.1 The absence of a conclusive literature on displacement and wages in Europe is largely due to a lack of suitable data. In particular, it is rarely possible to identify workers explicitly as displaced. This paper attempts to close this gap. Using two independent data sets, we investigate the effect of displacement on reemployment wages in Germany, the largest economy of the European Union. The first, the German Socioeconomic Panel ŽGSOEP., offers detailed self-reported information on reasons for job separation. Due to its small size, however, this data set can only offer a starting point for an analysis of post-displacement wage dynamics common in North America. To address this problem, we employ a much larger 1% public use panel of the universe of dependent status employed workers in West Germany ŽIAB., which contains no information on displacement. The central idea is to estimate a probit model of job displacement using the more detailed information in the GSOEP, and to impute displacement status to unemployed individuals in the larger IAB data set using the estimated probit scores. On the basis of this classification, we compare post-reemployment wages of such workers with those who did not 1 See Sachs Ž1979, 1983., Branson and Rotemberg Ž1980., and Bruno and Sachs Ž1985. for early references on the implications of aggregate wage rigidity. In a similar spirit, Ljungqvist and Sargent Ž1998. have recently related high European unemployment to the social safety net via its effect on the flexibility of reservation wages, although they only cite evidence from the United States to document their point.
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experience unemployment or entered unemployment for other reasons. Using a variety of alternative estimation procedures, we attempt to bound potential effects of misclassification. Overall, our results point to important differences in German post-displacement wage behavior compared with the United States. Our most important finding is that displacement is not associated with economically significant loss of wage growth for the average German worker who is subsequently reemployed. Full-time men displaced in 1986 and subsequently reemployed in 1987 suffer a reduction of wage growth of only 3.6% when compared with a reference group of continuously employed workers. At the same time, post-displacement wage behavior varies significantly across previous position in the wage distribution. Displaced workers in the upper three quartiles experience 17% lower average wage growth than comparable nondisplaced workers, while wage growth in the lowest quartile is slightly higher than that of other low wage workers. Furthermore, patterns of industrial and occupational mobility after displacement are consistent with the loss of industry-specific human capital: the mobility rate of displaced workers is roughly 35% between 1986 and 1987, compared with average mobility rates for nondisplaced full-time workers of only 5%. Our results are thus consistent with Neal’s Ž1995. findings for the US, in which firm tenure and wages are driven primarily but not wholly by industry-specific factors. At the same time, there is a suspicion that displacement in Germany — and possibly in Europe — is different compared with the US and Canada. In particular, we find that 52.8% of all unemployed Germans in 1986 imputed as displaced returned to their original employers within the next year. Combined with the fact that displacement is concentrated in Germany among lower wage earners, small earnings losses may reflect a type of wait unemployment in which workers correctly anticipate a high probability of returning to their original jobs, possibly supported by the system of unemployment insurance and assistance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the literature on worker displacement. Section 3 examines the identification of displaced workers using Ž1. self-reported information from the GSOEP and Ž2. imputed displacement status from an analysis of the larger IAB sample. Evidence on wage growth is presented and details are given on the probit estimation and classification procedure. Section 4 presents estimates of displacement effects on wage growth, and Section 5 assesses the robustness of these results. In Section 6, the analysis is extended to the persistence of wage losses and the relationship between wage growth, industrial mobility and industry tenure. Section 7 concludes the paper. 2. Worker displacement: a literature review Research on the effects of worker displacement in the United States has grown dramatically in recent years Žsee Hamermesh, 1989; Farber, 1993, 1997; Hall,
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1995; Fallick, 1996 and Kletzer, 1998 for surveys.. Using a variety of methods and datasets, the findings are remarkably consistent. First, displaced workers face large and persistent earnings losses upon reemployment ŽHamermesh, 1987; Podgursky and Swaim, 1987; Addison and Portugal, 1989; Kletzer, 1989, 1991, 1996; Carrington, 1993; Farber, 1993; Jacobson et al., 1993.. Point estimates of wage loss in these studies range from 10% to 25%. Ruhm Ž1987. reports declines in wage growth of 13.6%; Bartel and Borjas Ž1981. estimate losses of around 10% for older men. Workers with seniority are less likely to be displaced but suffer greater post-displacement losses ŽFarber 1993., hinting at a nexus with job tenure.2 In general, individual characteristics play a smaller role than industry conditions and other economy-wide factors ŽJacobson et al., 1993.. Carrington Ž1993. argues that much of the wage losses of high tenure workers are attributable to downturns in their industry, state or occupation. Second, in addition to earnings losses, displaced workers in the United States experience more unemployment than nondisplaced workers ŽRuhm, 1991; Swaim and Podgursky, 1991.. Hall Ž1995. links displacement to a period of slow rebuilding of employment relationships, as workers displaced from long-term jobs require time to find acceptable matches. Ruhm Ž1991. shows that displaced workers in the United States face 8 weeks more unemployment than comparable workers in the year of displacement, but only 4 more weeks in the following year and only 6 days 4 years later. In contrast to an impressive consensus on worker displacement in the United States and Canada, evidence for European labor markets is scant and not always comparable. Leonard and van Audenrode Ž1995. examine the consequences of job loss for a large sample of Belgian workers and find that wage losses upon reemployment are near zero. Similarly, Ackum Ž1991. finds no significant earnings loss in Sweden. Pichelmann and Riedel Ž1993. report wage losses for Austria in the short-term only. In Germany, there is little if any comparable work on reemployment wages of displaced workers. One related study is Buttler and Bellmann Ž1991. who define displaced workers as having left a job in an industry with employment declines of 30%. Over the period 1974–1986, they identify wage losses primarily for elder and unskilled workers. Gerlach and Schasse Ž1990. use the GSOEP to show that displaced workers are more likely to experience



2 Although it is natural to interpret the North American findings as reflecting destruction of firm-specific human capital associated with tenure, non-observed individual heterogeneity may bias estimated returns to tenure upwards, so that previous tenure might have a positiÕe effect on post-displacement wage rates Žsee Kletzer Ž1989. for evidence for the U.S.. Another interpretation Žsee Mincer and Jovanovic, 1981; Altonji and Shakotko, 1987; Abraham and Farber, 1987; Ruhm, 1990; Altonji and Williams, 1992. is simply the destruction of rents associated with good matches, with no returns to tenure per se. In contrast, Topel Ž1991. and Topel and Ward Ž1992. find substantial returns to seniority. Recently, Dustmann and Meghir Ž1997. have estimated very small, positive returns to seniority in Germany.
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subsequent unemployment than quitters and are less capable of transferring human capital across firms. Dustmann et al. Ž1998. use information on plant closings Žmore accurately, discontinued firm identifiers. in the IAB panel to identify displacement and estimate near zero losses. As will be noted below, their identification procedure is fundamentally different from ours.3 In both the US and Europe, emphasis in displacement research has shifted from short-term wage losses to longer-term wage dynamics before and after displacement. Ruhm Ž1991, 1987. estimates wage losses of 10–13% in comparison with nondisplaced workers even 4 years after displacement. Jacobson et al. Ž1993. adduce evidence that wages begin falling about 4 years prior to displacement, reach a trough at the time of displacement and rise gradually again afterwards. In contrast, Hamermesh Ž1987. finds that wage tenure profiles do not flatten as job loss approaches, suggesting that events may take workers and firms by surprise. Gregory and Jukes Ž1997. estimate pooled wage level regressions with dummy variables indicating the end Žcommencement. of the most recent unemployment spell x quarters before Žafter. the wage observation, and find that future unemployment is negatively correlated with current earnings. Leonard and van Audenrode Ž1995. estimate a significant coefficient on future job loss in wage level equations on data prior to displacement. Similar results are presented by Ruhm Ž1990. for the United States.



3. Identifying displaced workers in German data sets Even assuming that agreement is possible on a definition of displacement, for example, high-tenured workers fired for structural reasons relating to firm or industry, it is usually only possible to identify them directly using self-reported information. Researchers without access to reasons for job termination often infer displacement from previous industry, tenure or employment reductions within an industry or firm Žsee Buttler and Bellmann, 1991; Jacobson et al., 1993; Leonard and van Audenrode, 1995; Mertens, 1997, 1998; Dustmann et al., 1998.. Precisely for this reason, the literature on worker displacement in Germany is rather limited. In the two data sets used in this study, either the number of observations is modest Žin the GSOEP. or information on reason for separation is unavailable Žthe IAB social security file..



3



In a more recent contribution focusing on slightly different issues in the GSOEP, Grund Ž1999. estimates wage losses of 2–3.5% for West Germans over the period 1991–1996 in wage level equations, but finds no statistically significant differences between workers who were laid off with those who lost their jobs losses due to plant closure.
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Table 1 Job mobility in the GSOEP 1985–1994: how did your previous job end? Percent of total workers



Workers without unemployment Ž ns 2185. w%x



Workers with some unemployment Ž ns959. w%x



Made redundant Fixed term contract ended Quit Mutually agreed termination of employment a Other



8.8 3.7 44.3 2.9



45.9 10.4 22.9 4.6



40.3



16.2



Sample includes all employees who report job change with known type of change in the year prior to interview. Workers reporting to have been civil servants, self-employed or apprentices are excluded, as were those with missing values for variables used in the probit analysis below and private households, nonprofit organizations and agriculture Žincluding forestry and fisheries.. Source: Authors’ calculations using the GSOEP. a 1984–1990 only.



3.1. Displaced workers’ wage growth in the GSOEP Although the GSOEP provides detailed longitudinal information on displacement status of unemployed workers, limited sample size precludes detailed mobility analyses of displaced workers.4 This problem arises because much of the job information in the GSOEP is based on the current job. If the respondent is unemployed at the time of the interview in a given year, it is impossible to obtain any detailed information on past or future jobs the same year. Table 1 provides some information on job mobility among private sector wage and salary workers in the SOEP over the years 1985–1994. Specifically, respondents were asked Ahow did your previous job end.B Among those without intervening unemployment, the largest fraction Ž44.3%. quit their jobs, followed by AotherB which includes the usual motives for leaving the labor force. This pattern contrasts sharply with those who experienced intervening unemployment: among this markedly smaller group, almost half Ž45.9%. were made redundant, and an additional 10% saw the end of a fixed-term contract. It is interesting to note that 22.9% of the GSOEP sample report quitting as the cause of an unemployment spell. This appears somewhat high compared with available data from the United States and the United Kingdom; for example, in the US in 1996 and 1997, 10.7%



4 Only 3144 full-time workers ŽGerman and foreign, male and female. with valid information on important covariates like industry affiliation and schooling are identified as movers over a time span of 10 years. Of those workers under 50% are observed in a full-time job with valid wage observations in two consecutive years. Focusing on displaced workers, the number decreases further to 183 observations.
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Table 2 Two-year growth in hourly wages in the GSOEP Observations Stable full-time workers All displaced workers All movers Displaced workers with unemployment experience Predicted displaced workers — Probit 1 Predicted displaced workers — Probit 2



Mean wage growth



Standard deviation



15121 125 1058 56



0.0370 0.0002 0.0701 0.0083



0.3912 0.3337 0.4312 0.3239



39 225



y0.1166 0.0277



0.5168 0.5280



Pooled 2-year samples between 1985 and 1994. Probit 1 is based on workers who experience an unemployment spell. Probit 2 is based on all movers whether they experience unemployment or not. Source: Authors’ calculations using the GSOEP. See text for details.



and 11.8% of all unemployed had left their jobs into unemployment, respectively ŽEmployment and Earnings, 1998.. Despite the limitations of the GSOEP data, we will begin our investigation by studying unconditional wage growth in the GSOEP for several groups with different displacement experience. The first four lines of Table 2 present average year-to-year growth in hourly wages of full-time working males ŽGerman and foreign. of the complete sample of paired year-to-year observations Ž1985–1986, 1986–1987, etc.. for the following groups: stayers, all movers, all displaced workers and self-reported displaced workers with an intervening spell of unemployment.5 Even in this small sample, it is evident that movers experience higher wage growth than stayers on average, while displaced workers’ pay increases are only half of stable workers’ wage growth. 3.2. Identifying predictors of displacement in the GSOEP It has already been noted that the GSOEP evidence presented in the last section can only represent a starting point for analysis. A central innovation of this paper is to impute displacement in the less informative but considerably larger IAB sample, using probit scores generated by the model estimated on the more detailed information available in the GSOEP. We thus define displacement as possessing a vector of attribute, which are sufficiently similar to displaced individuals in the representative GSOEP dataset. This section describes this procedure in more detail. First, in order to work with the two data sets, a number of restrictions were imposed on the GSOEP data as well as variables employed in estimation. Only full-time workers were considered, because the IAB data does not include detailed 5



These results are available in a web-posted appendix Žwww.wiwi.hu-berlin.derwt2r..
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Table 3 Displacement probits in the GSOEP for full-time workers Ž1985–1994.† Probit 1 I Constant



Age ) technical training Age ) university Foreigner Technical training University Blue collar with technical training Foremen, master White collar Job duration 0–3 years Job duration 3–10 years Small firm Large firm



y0.2575 Ž0.2843. 0.0013 Ž0.0055. 0.0142 ) Ž0.0069. y0.0074 Ž0.0264. 0.2388 ) Ž0.0979. y0.6208 ) Ž0.2625. y0.0574 Ž0.9741. 0.0236 Ž0.1181. 0.0272 Ž0.4654. y0.2897 ) Ž0.1201. 0.1315 Ž0.1396. 0.1621 Ž0.1310. 0.2085 ) Ž0.1034. y0.0547 Ž0.1020.



III



IV ))



y1.0993 Ž0.3941. 0.0015 Ž0.0056. 0.0138 ) Ž0.0070. y0.0121 Ž0.0260. 0.2469 ) Ž0.0993. y0.6417 ) Ž0.2661. 0.1736 Ž0.9741. y0.0286 Ž0.1225. 0.0166 Ž0.4731. y0.2011 Ž0.1299. 0.1387 Ž0.1428. 0.1836 Ž0.1330. 0.1809 † Ž0.1067. 0.0334 Ž0.1060.



V )



y0.8794 Ž0.4139. 0.0018 Ž0.0057. 0.0155 ) ) Ž0.0071. y0.0188 Ž0.0267. 0.3027 ) ) Ž0.1019. y0.7219 ) ) Ž0.2708. 0.3249 Ž1.0013. y0.0218 Ž0.1252. 0.1352 Ž0.4757. y0.1932 Ž0.1319. 0.2212 Ž0.1457. 0.2106 Ž0.1352. 0.1685 Ž0.1104. y0.0142 Ž0.1085.



VI †



y0.7732 Ž0.4258. 0.0019 Ž0.0057. 0.0156 ) Ž0.0071. y0.0201 Ž0.0267. 0.3015 ) Ž0.1019. y0.7235 ) ) Ž0.2709. 0.3736 Ž1.0032. y0.0135 Ž0.1255. 0.1555 Ž0.4757. y0.1981 Ž0.1321. 0.2218 Ž0.1458. 0.2151 Ž0.1354. 0.1677 Ž0.1104. y0.0078 Ž0.1087.



y1.3161) ) Ž0.2655. 0.0059 Ž0.0039. 0.0129 ) ) Ž0.0046. 0.0236 Ž0.0143. 0.3746 ) ) Ž0.0672. y0.6589 ) ) Ž0.1733. y1.3766 ) Ž0.5430. y0.1661) Ž0.0797. y0.4684 Ž0.2959. y0.3307 ) ) Ž0.0843. 0.3967 ) ) Ž0.0946. 0.2512 ) ) Ž0.0890. 0.1618 ) Ž0.0712. y0.2118 ) ) Ž0.0693.
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Age



y0.2621 Ž0.2759. 0.0018 Ž0.0055. 0.0141) Ž0.0069. y0.0086 Ž0.0262. 0.2239 ) Ž0.0974. y0.6112 ) Ž0.2619. y0.0731 Ž0.9680. 0.0539 Ž0.1172. 0.0794 Ž0.4595. y0.2642 ) Ž0.1189. 0.1687 Ž0.1380. 0.1836 Ž0.1301.



Probit 2 II



–



–



Transport, communication Credit, insurance



–



–



–



–



Other services



–



–



Industry employment growth Time dummies Number of observations Pseudo-R 2



–



–



No 959



No 959



No 959



Yes 959



0.8164 ) ) Ž0.2767. 1.1631) ) Ž0.2986. 0.7257 ) Ž0.3019. 1.0832 ) ) Ž0.3477. y0.3492 Ž0.6133. 0.7169 ) Ž0.2999. 3.2005 Ž2.8699. Yes 959



6.9



8.0



13.2



18.8



19.1



Construction



0.7837 ) ) Ž0.2735. 1.1274 ) ) Ž0.2951. 0.7468 ) Ž0.2999. 1.0947 ) ) Ž0.3460. y0.3219 Ž0.6116. 0.8150 ) Ž0.2856. –



0.5106 ) ) Ž0.1663. 0.7596 ) ) Ž0.1807. 0.4946 ) ) Ž0.1832. 0.3093 Ž0.2129. y0.3257 Ž0.3481. 0.4972 ) ) Ž0.1758. –



25.1



Yes 2185



Dependent variable equals one if the mover has been made redundant and zero otherwise. Selection: all movers without workers having just completed their apprenticeship, formerly self-employed or former civil servants. Without agriculture, forestry, fisheries, private households and nonprofit organizations. Previously full-time employed West Germans only. The reference group is the set of blue collar workers without technical training in the state or energyrmining sector with more than 10 years of tenure who were displaced in 1993 from a medium-sized firm. Year dummies were also included but are not reported.Source: Authors’ calculations based on the GSOEP. † Indicates significance at the 10% level. ) Indicates significance at the 5% level. )) Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Trade



0.7636 ) ) Ž0.2680. 1.1463 ) ) Ž0.2886. 0.7518 ) Ž0.2948. 1.0873 ) ) Ž0.3379. y0.3831 Ž0.5922. 0.8043 ) Ž0.2808. –



Manufacturing
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information on hours worked. East Germans were absent from the IAB sample and were excluded, as were civil servants, previously self-employed, individuals working for nonprofit organizations, and workers who just completed an apprenticeship. Given the high level of subsidies and informal employment in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, workers in these sectors were also dropped. Most importantly, in the primary analysis we restrict attention to workers with some unemployment after separation from their old job.6 Table 1 above, which breaks down those workers in the GSOEP over the period 1985–1994 reporting an interruption in employment in the previous year, shows that this definition of displacement is reasonable. For comparison purposes, we later expand the analysis using all job movers. We then estimated probit equations predicting involuntary separations on a pooled sample of workers with some unemployment. The dependent variable equals one if the worker reports to have been laid off, zero otherwise.7 Table 3 displays the results of several specifications, following Blau and Kahn Ž1981.. The first column includes individual characteristics and previous job tenure as explanatory variables. Displacement is more likely for older than for younger workers, who quit more frequently into unemployment. Foreigners are more likely to be displaced than German nationals, while workers with technical training or university education are less likely to be laid off. Interaction terms between age and education show that older workers with technical training are displaced more often and older university graduates less often. As a rule, white collar workers are laid off less frequently than blue collar workers. Job tenure is entered as two dummy variables for tenure up to 3 years and tenure between 3 and 10 years, so the reference group has 10 or more years of tenure. Although the dummy coefficient estimates are positive as expected Žless tenure increases the probability of displacement., they are not statistically significant. The predictive power of this model can be improved somewhat by adding firm size, industry and time dummies for year of displacement; these results are reported in columns II–IV of Table 3. Workers in small firms are displaced more frequently than in medium-sized ones, although the coefficients are only marginally significant at conventional significance levels. The highest displacement rates are found in the construction and transportrcommunications sectors, followed by other services, manufacturing and wholesalerretail trade. Compared with the reference year 1993, significantly lower displacement rates are found in the years immediately following German reunification Ž1990–1992.. Our results largely 6



We define workers as unemployed if Ž1. they experienced some unemployment after their last employment spell or Ž2. they were unemployed at the interview date. A calendar in the GSOEP gives this information on a monthly basis. For details, see the webposted appendix Žwww.wiwi.huberlin.derwt2r.. 7 A serious problem with this definition of displacement is that workers fired for cause will be included, yet our sample information does not allow us to identify these cases.
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corroborate those reported by Blau and Kahn Ž1981., in which age, tenure, industry and business cycle Ži.e. calendar time. effects are significantly associated with displacement. Adding other controls such as industry employment growth, sex and occupation hardly changed the results and these variables were not included. The issue of selectivity bias is an important one for studies of post-displacement earnings and merits some attention here. The problem arises when workers possess private information about an impending displacement. In general, workers who Asee the writing on the wallB are more likely to take action to avoid unemployment, either by quitting or lining up alternative employment in time. Those who are successful will presumably have more marketable skills and will suffer smaller wage losses as a result of job change than those who pass through the state of unemployment. To assess the direction of the bias induced by our selection mechanism, we estimate an alternative probit including all workers reporting a change of job with and without an intervening spell of unemployment. Results are very similar to the basic probit and reported in column VI of Table 3. This additional probit will be referred to subsequently as AProbit 2B in comparison with the basic specification AProbit 1B. Using these probits to impute displacement status in the GSOEP — in which displacement status is already known — confirms selectivity bias in the predicted direction. These results are displayed in the last two lines of Table 2 and can be compared to the true wage growth averages of the relevant groups. Recall that Probit 1 is based only on movers unemployed for at least one month until reemployment, while Probit 2 includes all movers, whether unemployed or not. As expected, Probit 1 assigns displacement status to too few workers and misses the more successful cases; wage loss is likely to be overestimated in comparison with continuously employed workers. In contrast, Probit 2 estimates too many workers as displaced, leading to underestimation of wage loss. 3.3. Identifying displaced workers in the German social security file (IAB) The probit specification ŽIV. was used to predict displacement status on the sample of all male workers in the IAB sample who became unemployed in a single year, 1986. The year 1986 was chosen as an average year of the business cycle, and which allowed a sufficient number of years to follow individuals’ earnings and employment histories subsequent to that year. We classify an observation as displaced if the probability predicted by the estimated probit is greater than or equal to 0.46, the unconditional probability of displacement among unemployed in the GSOEP sample; otherwise they are classified as nondisplaced. In that sample, our probit correctly identified 55.5% of the displaced and 69.7% of nondisplaced. As pointed out above, there are major differences in the incidence of displacement across industries. For workers becoming unemployed in 1986 and reem-
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ployed in 1987, displacement is highest in the construction sector, while no workers were classified displaced in energy and mining, government and finance. High displacement in construction may reflect seasonally related recalls, while low displacement sectors are frequently highly regulated, subsidized, or subject to limited competition. An important and surprising finding is that 53% of workers classified as displaced later resume work with their previous employer before the joblessness spell. Thus, a significant number of those classified as displaced in Germany are ArecalledB to their previous jobs.8 This result stands in contrast to the US definition of later displacement, which generally excludes recall. This finding is unrelated to our classification procedure, since 46% of all unemployed workers with a spell in 1986 — irrespective of reason — also return to their previous employer within the subsequent year.9 That German displacement resembles US-style layoffs is consistent with Mavromaras and Rudolph Ž1995., who find that on average 12% of all new employment contracts are recalls in the IAB sample. Despite the system of short-time working in Germany, which is designed to avoid layoffs, many firms apparently use recalls as an employment management tool. Evidently, worker displacement in Germany differs from that in the United States; put differently, US style worker displacement in Germany is relatively low. In our discussion of the wage regressions in the IAB sample in Section 4.2, we return to this point and report results including and excluding recalls.



4. Displacement and wage regressions It is standard practice to employ regression analysis to compare wage growth of displaced workers with that of a reference group of workers in stable employment, controlling for observable individual and occupational characteristics. First differences in log wages are regressed on a constant, age, age squared, educational and worker status dummies, as well as other variables including tenure, tenure squared, and occupation dummies. A coefficient on a dummy variable for imputed displacement captures the loss in wage growth of these workers.10 In theory, nonlinearity of the probit is sufficient to deliver identification, since the displacement indicator is not merely a linear combination of other regressors. Yet in addition, a number of covariates in the probit are excluded from the wage growth equation. These 8



See Ehrenberg and Smith Ž1991:583. and Filer et al. Ž1996: 354.. According to the latter authors, nearly one-third of all temporary layoffs in the US are recalled within 1 month of becoming unemployed. 9 True recalls may even be underestimated, since the basis for our calculations is the employer social security identifier, which may change when firms merge, divest themselves of subdivisions, reorganize, or otherwise change identity. 10 See Bartel and Borjas Ž1981. and Ruhm Ž1987, 1991. for examples of research which implement this statistical model.
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include the calendar year of displacement Žcapturing macroeconomic factors., age-training interactions, the foreigner-dummy and industry.11 All of these variables were statistically significant predictors of displacement status in the GSOEP, and would seem unlikely candidates for contributing to the differential dynamics of wages per se Žalthough it is well-established that they are correlated with wage leÕels .. 4.1. Wage growth regressions using the GSOEP As a first pass, we estimate wage growth regressions on the pooled GSOEP data, in which self-reported information on displacement status is available. Year dummies were included to control for time-varying wage growth. The reference group used consists of those in an uninterrupted employment spell. The first row of Table 4 reports estimates for those self-reported displaced workers who experience some unemployment. The second row considers all displaced irrespective of unemployed between jobs. Dividing the sample into quartiles reduces the number of displaced observations considerably, and displacement dummies are not always significant. Nevertheless, the pattern is clear among displaced workers, wage loss is small and negative and increases with original position in the wage distribution. 4.2. Wage growth regressions using the IAB social security file and imputed displacement status In the IAB analysis, displacement status is an imputed variable, so our estimation procedure is inevitably subject to measurement error. Some individuals will be predicted as displaced when not Žfalse positives or Type I error. while others are classified as not displaced when in fact they are Žfalse negatives or Type II error.. Classification error will induce attenuation bias in regressions attributing wage growth to displacement status. If the probit is misspecified, the predominance of one form of classification error can induce further estimation bias. For example, if workers quit into better paying jobs, Type I error will generally bias estimated wage losses downwards, while prevalence of Type II error biases them upwards. One way to get around this problem is to include the probit score itself as a regressor instead of the dichotomous displacement state inferred using an arbitrary cutoff point. At the same time, even if estimated status itself is unbiased, a two-step estimation procedure of this type leads to underestimated standard errors. We thus present alternative standard errors in both models using the correction proposed by Murphy and Topel Ž1985. in those models that include the probit score itself. Finally, in an alternative procedure we instrument the imputed displacement state with the probit value. 11



The inclusion of industry dummies did not significantly change estimated coefficients on other variables.
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Table 4 Estimates of imputed displacement dummy in GSOEP wage growth equations Sample 1st Quartile



2nd Quartile



3rd Quartile



4th Quartile



Displaced workers with unemployment Standard error Observations Žof which displaced.



y0.0328 Ž0.044. 20461 Ž78.



y0.0085 Ž0.065. 5104 Ž42.



y0.0872 Ž0.067. 5128 Ž20.



y0.084 Ž0.081. 5188 Ž10.



y0.1605 Ž0.207. 5044 Ž6.



All displaced workers Standard error Observations Žof which displaced.



y0.0468 Ž0.031. 20544 Ž161.



0.0517 Ž0.041. 5134 Ž72.



y0.0720 Ž0.049. 5146 Ž38.



y0.1135 ) Ž0.048. 5057 Ž30.



y0.2618 ) Ž0.110. 5207 Ž21.



Predicted displaced — Probit 1 Standard error Observations Žof which displaced.



y0.0534 Ž0.056. 20431 Ž48.



0.0713 Ž0.069. 5087 Ž25.



y0.0571 Ž0.095. 5119 Ž10.



y0.4641) ) Ž0.086. 5186 Ž9.



y0.0294 Ž0.253. 5039 Ž4.



Predicted displaced — Probit 2 Standard error Observations Žof which displaced.



0.0062 Ž0.025. 20632 Ž249.



0.0980 ) ) Ž0.032. 5161 Ž126.



y0.0427 Ž0.037. 5155 Ž69.



y0.0685 ) Ž0.049. 5106 Ž30.



y0.3354 ) ) Ž0.104. 5210 Ž249.



Estimated coefficients on displacement dummies in wage growth regressions. Included are workers reported as displaced or estimated as displaced by the procedure described in the text and reemployed in the following year. The reference group consists of workers who are continuously employed. Parameter estimates in Probit 1 are based on only those job movers who experience some unemployment. Probit 2 is based on all job movers. Other control variables: age, age 2 , gender dummy, foreigner dummy, education dummies, firm size dummies, tenure F1 year dummy, year dummies. Source: Authors’ calculations using the GSOEP from 1985 to 1994. ) Indicates significance at the 5% level. )) Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Table 5 presents the estimated coefficients on the displacement dummies and probit values in the wage growth regressions of male workers between 1986 and 1987. In these regressions, workers employed 365 days in both years Ž1986 and 1987. were included as a reference group.12 Specifications Ži. and Žii. in the first two lines of the table compare estimated coefficients on the displacement dummy when recalled individuals are included and excluded from the sample; furthermore, Chow tests consistently rejected homogeneity of the two samples Ž F Ž22, 75, 777. s 236.63.. When both recalls and workers with less than 1 year of tenure are excluded from the displacement group, the number of workers with imputed displacement declines to 604; this phenomenon is evidently rare in western Germany, with unstable employment relationships concentrated in a small segment of the labor market.13 Using the conventional conversion formula, the results in the second line in Table 5 imply that displaced workers on aÕerage have 3.4% lower wage growth than nondisplaced workers, excluding recalls.14 Fig. 1, which plots the fraction of workers imputed as displaced for each wage level, clearly shows that the likelihood of imputation declines with the wage. As with the GSOEP analysis above, it seemed sensible to estimate separate regressions for each quartile of the wage distribution based on initial position in 1986. The results, which are presented in the columns of Table 5, reveal strikingly different consequences of displacement for low-wage and high-wage employees. Although the bulk of workers are displaced from the low-wage end of the wage distribution, the coefficient on displacement is positive and significant for the first quartile. When recalls are excluded Žline ii., workers in the second quartile have 13.5% lower wage growth, in the third quartile 18% and in the upper quartile 31.6% lower wage growth. It is unlikely that the results are related to mismeasurement of the displacement variable, since this would presumably bias estimates towards zero. Furthermore, these results hint that displacement is associated with the dissipation of excess worker rents rather than the loss of firm-specific human capital, since the wage equation already controls for previous tenure. We return to this issue in Section 6 below.



12 Similar estimates are obtained when all other workers who work in both years are also included in the reference group. Detailed estimation results which exclude recalls, are presented in the webposted appendix Žwww.wiwi.hu-berlin.derwt2r.. 13 Wage growth regressions yield very similar results to the ones above and are reported in the appendix Žwww.wiwi.hu-berlin.derwt2r.. 14 These results do not appear to be driven by the construction sector. Excluding construction workers from the probit yields point estimates similar to those reported in column IV of Table 3, but their predictive ability Žas measured by pseudo-R 2 and fraction correctly classified. deteriorates significantly. Excluding construction, estimated wage losses in the IAB sample hardly change: excluding recalls, we find significant coefficients of proximately y0.2 overall, for the first quartile of q0.06 and of y0.14, y0.19 and y0.37 for the upper three quartiles.
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Table 5 Estimates of imputed displacement dummy IAB wage growth equations, 1986–1987



Excluding recalls



Sample All workers



1st Quartile



2nd Quartile



3rd Quartile



4th Quartile



Ži. OLSqDummy a



y0.0264 ) ) Ž0.0020.



0.0184 ) ) Ž0.0039.



y0.0674 ) ) Ž0.0032.



y0.1119 ) ) Ž0.0040.



y0.2033 ) ) Ž0.0051.



Žii. OLSqDummy a



y0.0364 ) ) Ž0.0027.



0.0187 ) ) Ž0.0049.



0.1450 ) ) Ž0.0049.



y0.2013 ) ) Ž0.0063.



y0.3791) ) Ž0.0077.



Žiii. OLSqProbit b Živ. IVqDummy c Žv. OLSqProbit b,d



y0.0621) ) Ž0.0047. y0.0359 ) ) Ž0.0027. y0.0519 ) ) Ž0.0042.



0.0380 ) ) Ž0.0086. 0.0218 ) ) Ž0.0050. 0.0450 ) ) Ž0.0083.



y0.2452 ) ) Ž0.0085. y0.1442 ) ) Ž0.0050. y0.2284 ) ) Ž0.0073.



y0.3386 ) ) Ž0.0109. y0.1996 ) ) Ž0.0064. y0.3204 ) ) Ž0.0094.



y0.6455 ) ) Ž0.0132. y0.3806 ) ) Ž0.0078. y0.5697 ) ) Ž0.0107.



Standard errors in parentheses. Sample Žexcept otherwise stated.. Sample: workers estimated as displaced by a high enough probit score plus a reference group of workers in work 365 days each year 1986 and 1987. Number of observations without recalls 74,302 Žof which 1,356 displaced.. Number of observations with recalls: 75,821 Žof which 2,875 displaced.. Other control variables are: age, age 2 , previous firm tenure, previous firm tenure 2 , education dummies, worker status dummies, firm size dummies and occupation dummies. Source: Authors’ calculations based on the IAB sample. )) Indicates significance at the 1% level. a OLS: Dummy equals 1 if worker is estimated as displaced. b OLS: Estimated probability for displaced workers is included directly. Murphy and Topel Ž1985. corrected standard errors are reported. c IV: Displacement is instrumented with estimated probability. d OLS: All unemployed workers and their estimated probability for displacement are included.
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Fig. 1. Unemployment, displacement and wages. Note: displaced workers are estimated from probit equations using the GSOEP. The graph shows displacement frequencies in different daily wage groups, i.e. the number of displaced workers with daily wage A x B divided by all employees with daily wage A x B. See text for details. Source: own calculations based on the IAB sample.



Table 5 also presents several alternative estimates of displacement wage loss to the dichotomous indicator of predicted displacement as in specifications Ži. and Žii.. In specification Žiii., the value of displacement probit itself is used as a regressor; alternatively, the imputed displacement dummy variable was instrumented with the probit value in specification Živ.. Results obtained using the IV procedure are close to the OLS estimates. The last specification Žv. reported in Table 5 repeats Žiii. with all reemployed workers who became unemployed in 1986 and not recalled. A similar picture emerges here, albeit with smaller wage losses. 5. Robustness tests: how good is the two-stage imputation procedure? 5.1. SensitiÕity analysis of the displacement definition The results reported for displacement thus far hold for workers with probit scores Žpredicted probabilities. above 0.46 — the fraction of displaced workers in the sample used to estimate the probit. One natural test for robustness is to see
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity analysis. Note: in panel A, the cutoff for predicted displacement is varied. In Panel B, Probit 1 is based on only those job movers who experience some unemployment. Probit 2 is based on all job movers. See text for details. Source: own calculations using the IAB sample.



whether the results are sensitive to the cutoff level, so we repeated the regressions for alternatives values of 30%, 40%, 50% and 60%. The results using 40% and 50% were very close to those at 46% and are not reported. Fig. 2 Žpanel A. displays numerical values of wage losses when the cutoff level varies more strongly. Clearly, estimated wage losses are positively correlated with the cutoff level, which we interpret as evidence of important differences between workers with low and high displacement probabilities. 5.2. Including displacement without interÕening unemployment The wage growth analysis thus far was based on a definition that included only movers with subsequent intervening unemployment ŽAProbit 1B .. This definition seemed reasonable because most workers in the GSOEP reporting displacement experience some unemployment, while only 8% of movers without unemployment
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actually report displacement. As discussed above, this definition may, however, impart a negative bias on the estimated wage losses, because workers who do not experience unemployment subsequent to displacement are less likely to experience wage loss in their new jobs. In what follows, the alternative Probit 2 is employed to illustrate the extent of this bias. Panel B of Fig. 2 compares estimated wage losses in the IAB on the basis of both probits again excluding recalls. For each probit, movers are predicted as displaced when their predicted score exceeds the proportion of displaced workers in the sample, i.e. 0.46 in Probit 1 and 0.20 in Probit 2. The Probit 1 classification, for example, yields considerably higher wage losses of up to around 30% for the upper quartile compared with roughly 8% using Probit 2. As argued earlier, Probit 1 will lead to oÕerestimation of wage losses associated with displacement if human capital depreciates during unemployment, if unemployment conveys a negative signal leading to lower starting wages in new jobs, or if the best workers simply do not pass through unemployment. Wage losses are underestimated with Probit 2 because some quits into unemployment are misclassified as displacement. 5.3. Is it regression towards the mean? One interpretation of our results is that wage patterns of workers classified as displaced simply reflect regression-to-the-mean seen in Galton’s Paradox and related phenomena. In order to consider this hypothesis directly, we compare the distribution of wage changes for the displaced vs. unemployed for other reasons. Simple Kolmogorov–Smirnoff tests do suggest that our procedure has identified a statistically significant feature of the data. First, the wage growth distribution of displaced workers is significantly different from workers without employment change, as can be seen from the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test-statistic ŽKS. including recalls: KS s 7.908 with a p-value of 0.0001, and excluding recalls: KS s 7.275 with a p-value of 0.0001. Second, the wage growth distribution of displaced workers also differs significantly from those of nondisplaced unemployed workers, with respective test statistics of KS s 4.350 and p-value 0.0001 including recalls, and KS s 1.720 and p-value 0.0054 excluding recalls. Moreover, our results showed wage losses not only for the upper two quartiles, but also for the second quartile. The weight of the evidence does not support the assertion that post-displacement wage behavior is merely regression to the mean, although it is clear that the highest earners are at most risk of wage loss, suggesting the existence of noncompetitive rents. 6. Extensions 6.1. Persistence of post-displacement wage losses As other research has shown, wage losses associated with displacement need not be permanent. To investigate this issue, we estimated the effect of displace-
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ment on wage growth from 1986 to each year from 1987 to 1990 with respect to the group of workers continuously employed since 1986. The results, which are displayed in Table 6, show that wage losses of high wage workers remain persistent even 4 years following displacement; this result holds irrespective of whether recalls are excluded. Overall, reemployment with recall implies lower displacement losses, but this effect fades significantly after 2 years. An alternative explanation of our results is that workers differ from the reference group by unobserved characteristics that influence wage growth. In an attempt to control for individual heterogeneity, we added the frequencies of unemployment spells to the regression; despite its significance, the absolute size of the estimated wage loss coefficient remained unchanged. Individual heterogeneity may have influenced wage growth prior to 1986 as well Žsee Jacobson et al., 1993.. Column 1 of Table 7 reports estimates of wage growth regressions for 1985 to 1986; they show that workers on average do in fact have lower wage growth before displacement, but the estimated displacement dummy is smaller pre-displacement than post-displacement: y10% for the upper quartile and y1% for the lowest quartile. Including the number of previously observed unemployment spells in these regressions does not significantly alter the results. Evidently, displaced workers not only face lower wage growth than continuously employed workers following displacement, but also slightly lower wage growth before separation. 6.2. Wage growth, industrial mobility and industry tenure A comparison of the first two lines in Table 5 shows that wage losses for the upper three quartiles are lower for workers classified as displaced but recalled, that is, subsequently reemployed by their previous employer. One possible explanation for this finding is firm-specific human capital, which is presumably recoverable upon recall. In Table 7 we report results on several interactions, which may shed light on the origin of the displacement loss. First, we included an interaction between imputed displacement and the incidence of recall, as well as one between imputed displacement with industry switching. This analysis was conducted for the entire sample as well as for each quartile of the initial wage distribution; recalled workers in the upper three quartiles indeed have higher wages than reemployed workers not recalled to their old firm. Moreover, from 1988 onwards, industry switchers generally have lower wage growth than stayers even in the first wage quartile. This result can be seen as evidence for industry-specific human capital or industry rents. It appears that workers who change industries in Germany usually do so involuntarily and suffer wage losses as a consequence. For the upper three quartiles, this is confirmed by a negative dummy estimate of 7.4 to 9.8 log points for displaced industry switchers and a positive estimate as high as 24.8 log points for recalls. If job tenure contributes to the accumulation of specific human capital or seniority rights, it should be positively associated with wage loss. If, however, a



Sample All workers Excluding recalls 1986–1987 y0.0364 ) ) 1986–1988 y0.0367 ) ) 1986–1989 y0.0354 ) ) 1986–1990 y0.0216 ) ) Including recalls 1986–1987 1986–1988 1986–1989 1986–1990



Ž0.0027. Ž0.0029. Ž0.0031. Ž0.0033.



y0.0264 ) ) Ž0.0020. y0.0291) ) Ž0.0023. y0.0382 ) ) Ž0.0025. y0.0237 ) ) Ž0.0028.



1. Quartile



2. Quartile



0.0187 ) ) Ž0.0049. 0.0142 ) ) Ž0.0142. 0.0201) ) Ž0.0201. 0.0274 ) ) Ž0.0057.



y0.1450 ) ) y0.1317 ) ) y0.1308 ) ) y0.1007 ) )



0.0184 ) ) 0.0184 ) ) 0.0204 ) ) 0.0281) )



Ž0.0039. Ž0.0044. Ž0.0204. Ž0.0050.



3. Quartile



4. Quartile



Ž0.0049. Ž0.0057. Ž0.0061. Ž0..0067.



y0.2013 ) ) Ž0.0063. y0.2067 ) ) Ž0.0073. y0.2246 ) ) Ž0.0075. y0.2121) ) Ž0.0081.



y0.3791) ) Ž0.0077. y0.3483 ) ) Ž0.0082. y0.3802 ) ) Ž0.0086. y0.3444 ) ) Ž0.0091.



y0.0674 ) ) Ž0.0032. y0.0769 ) ) Ž0.0040. y0.0940 ) ) Ž0.0046. y0.0771) ) Ž0.0052.



y0.1119 ) ) Ž0.0040. y0.1431) ) Ž0.0050. y0.1822 ) ) Ž0.0054. y0.1596 ) ) Ž0.0062.



y0.2033 ) ) y0.1991) ) y0.2571) ) y0.2403 ) )



Ž0.0051. Ž0.0059. Ž0.0065. Ž0.0070.



Standard errors in parentheses. ) Indicates significance at the 5% level Žone-sided test.. Included are workers displaced in 1986 and employed in the year for which wage growth is calculated. The reference group consists of workers who work 365 days each year during the time span of the respective wage growth regression. Source: Authors’ calculations based on the IAB-sample. )) Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Table 6 Long-run wage losses of male workers
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Table 7 Wage growth, recall and industry movers 1985–1986



1986–1987



1986–1987



All workers Displaced Ž ns1356. Displaced ) industry move Displaced ) recall Displaced ) industry tenure Displaced ) firm tenure



y0.0220 ) ) – – – –



y0.0231) ) y0.0242 ) ) 0.0051 – –



y0.0225 ) ) y0.0268 ) ) y0.0033 y0.0034 ) ) 0.0065 ) )



1st Quartile Displaced Ž ns939. Displaced ) industry move Displaced ) recall Displaced ) industry tenure Displaced ) firm tenure



y0.0095 ) – – – –



0.0250 ) ) y0.0074 y0.0097 – –



0.0070 y0.0050 y0.0287 ) ) y0.0012 0.0112 ) )



2nd Quartile (ns 230) Displaced Displaced ) industry move Displaced ) recall Displaced ) industry tenure Displaced ) firm tenure



y0.0348 ) ) – – – –



y0.0929 ) ) y0.0981) ) 0.0725 ) ) – –



y0.1206 ) ) y0.0909 ) ) 0.0598 ) ) 0.0046 ) ) 0.0023



3rd Quartile (ns 140) Displaced Displaced ) industry move Displaced ) recall Displaced ) industry tenure Displaced ) firm tenure



y0.0614 ) ) – – – –



y0.1637 ) ) y0.0816 ) ) 0.0968 ) ) – –



y0.1625 ) ) y0.0867 ) ) 0.0808 ) ) y0.0056 ) ) 0.0100 ) )



4th Quartile (ns 47) Displaced Displaced ) industry move Displaced ) recall Displaced ) industry tenure Displaced ) firm tenure



y0.1103 ) ) – – – –



y0.3448 ) ) y0.0740 ) ) 0.2488 ) ) – –



y0.3522 ) ) y0.0732 ) ) 0.2416 ) ) y0.0015 0.0052 ) )



Dependent variable is the log wage differential. Included are workers displaced in 1986 and employed in the year for which wage growth is calculated. The reference group consists of workers who work 365 days each year during the time span of the respective wage growth regression. Other control variables are: age, age 2 , previous firm tenure, previous firm tenure 2 , education dummies, worker status dummies, firm size dummies and occupation dummies. Source: Authors’ calculations based on the IAB-sample. ) At the 5% level Žone-sided test.. )) Indicates significance at the 1% level.



component of wage gains are due to industry-specific capital, then displacement should affect future wage growth only in the event that workers switch industries. The last column in Table 7 reports results for regressions with interaction terms
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between displacement dummy and both previous industry tenure as well as firm tenure. Wage losses increase with industry tenure when looking at the average of all workers, but this effect is less uniform from the perspective of individual quartiles. Even more surprising, previous firm tenure seems to mitigate wage losses due to displacement, although this might be related to selectivity issues. At the same time, the recall interaction becomes negative for the first quartile. If recalled workers have higher previous tenure, this interaction might simply reflect some of the recall effects. Firm tenure interactions remain significant, however, even if recalled workers are excluded. A positive interaction is consistent with high productivity workers accruing longer tenures on their old jobs and finding better matches when reemployed, due to contacts and good references. 7. Conclusions Our most important findings can be grouped into two categories: first, those concerning observable factors associated with displacement, and second, the consequences of displacement for reemployment earnings. With regards to the former, we largely confirm results reported by Blau and Kahn Ž1981., in which age, tenure, industry and business cycle factors are significantly associated with displacement. Consistent with US evidence, displacement is higher in construction, trade, manufacturing and services, but is particularly low in the most regulated German industries of energy, mining, government and in financial services. A central finding is that German workers displaced in 1986 and subsequently reemployed experienced significantly less wage growth loss than their counterparts in the United States. At the same time, sample stratification reveals distinct differences for low and high wage workers: while wage growth for displaced workers in the lowest quartile is marginally higher in comparison with other low wage workers, high wage workers in the upper three quartiles exhibit average losses of around 17%. While the latter figure is comparable to the wage losses estimated in the US, the bulk of displacement in Germany occurs in the lower segment of the wage distribution. This finding is certainly related to the evolution of measured wage inequality, which is low in Germany ŽDavis 1992. and is likely related to institutional factors described in Blau and Kahn Ž1996..15 Moreover, as in the US, our tentative results on longer term wage growth point to AscarringB with respect to earnings, suggesting that some productivity component of the employment relationship is permanently lost in the displacement process. Could it really be the case that fewer are displaced in Germany and have lower wage losses? This apparent Awin –winB impression is deceptive, especially when 15



Along similar lines, Kuhn and Sweetman Ž1998. report that displaced workers losing union status experience higher wage losses than those who do not.
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one considers reemployment probabilities for those who are long-term unemployed after displacement.16 As only around 80% of all displaced workers are observed in socially insured employment even 4 years afterwards, it seems that lower displacement wage losses in Germany come at the cost of lower reemployment probabilities, raising the issue of the distribution of the burden of unemployment and adjustment. In this sense, the hypothesis put forward by Ljungqvist and Sargent Ž1998. seems to receive support at the microeconometric level. Our finding of high industrial and occupational mobility rates among displaced workers in Germany of around 33% — compared with an overall average of about 6% — is also noteworthy. Displaced workers do seem to carry the burden of adjustment — incentives for mobility appear weak in general, and workers only move when forced to so. Mobility rates decrease with firm tenure, but less with potential labor market experience. As firm tenure is highly correlated with both industrial and occupational tenure, this finding is consistent with the accumulation of specific human capital. The evidence presented in Table 7 of recalled workers’ wages supports this interpretation: the recall interaction AremovesB 50% to 75% of the estimated displacement loss for the upper three quartiles. The most robust finding is that displaced workers experience lower wage growth than the average unemployed worker, regardless of whether displacement is self-reported or imputed, and that these losses are positively related to initial position in the earnings distribution. These distinct differences between displaced workers and otherwise unemployed, combined with the finding of wage losses for high wage workers resembling those in the US, lend support to the plausibility of our method for distinguishing between the two groups.
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